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SeeBee
April 6, 2022 at 1:21 pm

NYC in da house! The facediaperwearers do NOT want to give ’em up! It’s incredible! And such a fascinating behavior to witness. I
guess this SMART city is so dumbass. NYC used to attract the creative, unique and rebellious. NOT NOW. Conformity, following or‐
ders and Technocratic jive replaced all the individuality. There are a few of us remaining……We can only hope for a thriving black‐
market. Hola!

Will
April 9, 2022 at 4:40 pm

I lived in the East Village for years….my home, the energy…. now a zombie wonderland

Nicholas Lanthier
April 6, 2022 at 1:29 pm

Was doing online engineering courses at home in a college in canada. They said they would drop me no refund and fail my course if
i wouldn’t provide jab proof…after 5 emails up to vice president, They removed it.

Then came my young childs school forcing masks all day. We kept him at home over a month. I went after director, superintendent
and the province school board…they pulled it off eventually. I have never made my kids wear that symbol of death.

I quit my job over the jab and/or testing policy and lost much of my savings over this and I’m glad i stood up for what i believe is right
regardless of the suffering brought by it.

My wife was a healthcare worker at our hospital and adjacent senior care center. She got put on unpaid leave for not taking jab 2
weeks before Christmas…now shes back but they explicitly said they won’t pay for lost wages…(fight still in progress)

My point is, although weary, beaten, bullied, doesn’t matter, pick up your cross and do the right thing.

Thanks crrow, jason, rose and all your amazing guests for what you do truly.

Ryan
April 6, 2022 at 2:23 pm

Get off the cross we need the wood. LOL I like it just another way of looking at it 

🙂

 Best of it for you

Nicholas Lanthier
April 6, 2022 at 8:22 pm

Yikes you’re right, it does sound whiny reading back.
Trust me I’m no saint have many many faults 

😅

Tried to express desire to be better person and endure for the sake of goodness.
Reads back like woe is me cringe 

🤣

.
Will try to express things better next time 

👍

Paula Tilley
April 10, 2022 at 8:55 am

Nicholas, No Way were u whiny!
You posted a clear, short account of what you and yr family experienced wt the jab dictates.
Your experience needs to be heard and documented not for the purpose of whining—for the purpose of truth
and justice.

Paula Tilley
April 10, 2022 at 8:51 am

Nicholas, You and yr wife are two brave, courageous, honest souls—I hope you and yr family reap many blessings going for‐
ward.

Nicholas
April 11, 2022 at 2:12 pm

You’re too kind. Everyone has their own struggles. I was working 24 days 4 off 12hour days and studying at same
time…i told my boss if the higher ups would enforce these mandates then i would resign so kind of set myself up with
my wording and i followed through. At least i managed to pass my 4th class power engineer course so just keep mov‐
ing on.

I pray that humanity and my kids reap the rewards of freedom, abundance, joy and love.

Sarah Vinyard
April 6, 2022 at 1:52 pm

This is the episode I needed to decide my next step for my case.
I’d love to see y’all do a family law episode sometime too.

Ryan
April 6, 2022 at 2:21 pm

Best family law guy I think is Chris from Child support made simple. I don’t think he will do an interview though. I have learned
a lot from him and he has helped me tremendously in my cases. Family law might be the most corrupt. It’s all corrupt I think
family law takes the cake though.

Ryan
April 6, 2022 at 2:21 pm

Id like to know that specefic date to get out of Crypto.

Quinton Gammon
April 7, 2022 at 7:52 pm

Me as well. I’m interested.

Rose
April 6, 2022 at 3:41 pm

This is a discussion with John Jay Singleton that describes the discussion in action: 
https://rumble.com/vxcv3r-discussion-with-nys-omh-employees-remedies.html

His website:
http://www.TheZunga.com

His email: John@TheZunga.com

Email me to ask for the full Crrow777 Law Package.
My Email Address: CONTACTROSE777@protonmail.com

Package will include from John Jay:
1. Employer Legal Items PDF
2. Example LTR Employer ADA Advocate PDF

John feuerstein
April 6, 2022 at 4:34 pm

My company just instituted a $75/month surcharge on my health insurance premium for being unvaccinated, so sent them my reli‐
gious accommodation letter and just got denied .. and the funny thing is they denied me because of undue hardship on the company
because of health care costs related to cv19, and they use the 1964 Civil rights act Title VII, which allows them to discriminate
against my religious beliefs because of a “bona fide occupational qualification.”

I just find it ridiculous to use the “civil rights act” to discriminate against my civil rights

In process now of deciding my next steps, just wanted to share

John

Hazel
April 6, 2022 at 5:11 pm

My company has been charging a $200 monthly surcharge since Nov. When I asked HR about it, they actually said in writing
it is because of all the unvaccinated going to the hospitals more frequently. Last week they made an announcement effective
that same day, ending the healthcare surcharge for unvaccinated employees. I don’t understand why they won’t do the same
thing for the mask mandate. Instead, they’ve announced a removal date that they keep pushing back. Just wanted to
share….

SeeBee
April 6, 2022 at 7:35 pm

Give up the medical insurance. Save yourself a ton!!! and stop feeding the beast all at the same time. It’s not easier
said than done. I did it. 5+ years ago. And I am healthier (and richer) for it.

Hazel
April 6, 2022 at 10:25 pm

I agree with you. working towards that….

traseewhy
April 7, 2022 at 12:24 am

I just did same! Yay

PhoenixMelissa
April 10, 2022 at 12:56 pm

How did you do that? I am interested in giving up mine yet have 3 kids. Ridiculous amount I pay each month!!!
We barely ever go to the doctor.

Rachel Andre
April 12, 2022 at 10:29 am

You just stop! If you have “emergency” needs, hospitals are mandated to give care, regardless of “in‐
surance”, or ability to pay! Take the money that is spent each month on “insurance”, and deposit it into
an account that is a dedicated “insurance” account! Soon you will have enough saved for routine
healthcare needs. You will NEVER have enough for catastrophic needs, as medical costs continue to
be ridiculous! As much as possible, disengage from the “medical” system, as it is corrupt to the core!
Doesn’t mean there are not good doctors out there, because there are, however the system is predomi‐
nantly corrupt. When Pfizer makes a pill that costs $1 to make, and charges $300 for it, that IS corrup‐
tion! IT IS NOT ABOUT YOUR HEALTH! Many great alternative medicine professions exist that are
REAL healthcare. Chiropractic, Naturopathy, Homeopathy, Acupuncture (Oriental Medicine), etc. all are
great forms of “natural” healthcare! Since the way we get and stay healthy is by the food we consume,
begin to grow your own, without chemicals! If you must purchase from the store, buy only organic! Food
production industry uses millions of harmful chemicals in production of food! Disengage! Get some
land, grow your own. Filter your water, and if possible, as much of the air you breathe as you can! And
finally, if you feel you must have some form of insurance, private Christian companies such as
Medishare are medical expense sharing options! God Bless!

Dferrell
April 6, 2022 at 4:34 pm

Awesome. That was a different angle at this I haven’t heard. Thanks guys

Hazel
April 6, 2022 at 5:00 pm

I’m happy to hear John Jay on again. He brings value to the legal/lawful crew. Another person I’m looking into is Hal Anthony from
Behind the Woodshed, Real Liberty Media. Hal has the same conviction in his voice as the guests on crow. These shows allow me to
continually, take my baby steps towards remedy. Thank you!

philophilo
April 6, 2022 at 5:02 pm

Another excellent show. Y’all are hitting ’em out of the park !

koreycon
April 6, 2022 at 5:35 pm

Does the garnishment trick work on IRS with tax?

Ryan
April 6, 2022 at 6:20 pm

Find me one of those women by the way 57 minute mark or so LOL. That is the only way to go now.

Warrior Mama
April 6, 2022 at 6:22 pm

My 6 year old son broke his elbow last week. We went into one of the biggest hospitals in my Midwest city for his surgery, there are
signs everywhere that say masks are mandatory. I just didn’t put one on him and no one said a thing. Not one single nurse, doctor,

Guest Name: John Jay Singleton

The world of today is much different than the world of three years ago. What changed?
Of course – it was perception that changed. For the most part no mainstay laws dealing
with rights have changed and yet nearly everything has changed with regard to how
business and corporations treat the general population. In short, most of us have
forgotten what rights are and how to defend them and have allowed corporations and
their policies to run rough-shod over our rights. We are still a nation of laws, but there is
a full-frontal push to brush aside this fact, and use corporate policy to enforce lawless
measures. A corporate policy is not a law and therefore not enforceable by law. When
corporate policy oversteps existing law, the force of law can be brought to bear on the
violating corporation – or business. It is the responsibility of men and women to defend
their human rights, in a responsible way, based on existing law and had this been done,
the last couple of years would have been a much different situation. Truly, when push
comes to shove, we will all get what we have allowed – and, “SHOVE” was implemented
a long time ago. The world that is shaping up for the next generation is not a promising
one, and sadly, laws exist to defend against what has been allowed to happen.
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them daily.
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signs everywhere that say masks are mandatory. I just didn’t put one on him and no one said a thing. Not one single nurse, doctor,
admin worker etc.

I went 99% of the time without one too, I had one covering my chin to walk down the main hallway before his surgery because I didn’t
want a confrontation when he was already afraid and I had to make a quick choice as his mama. He had to have the surgery as it
was semi-emergent. But once we were in the hospital, I just literally didn’t wear one. It was like we were in a magical bubble and they
didn’t notice. It was super interesting. People were in some ways more engaging and friendly (because they could see my face, emo‐
tions, smiles).

They also didn’t fight me on no Tylenol, certain anesthesia, no antibiotics etc.

Crow '

April 6, 2022 at 6:36 pm

The force is strong in this one…

Darrin Judd '

April 8, 2022 at 7:00 pm

Crow, I’ve heard you mention that you haven’t heard of anyone being fired for non compliance of Covid policies. Can
I introduce myself? I fell under the CMS Mandate as a medicaid provider. I refused to get the jab, wear a mask, or
submit to testing. I’ve been fighting for 22 months. I refused to sign their documents but instead used an affidavit
through Templis Aquarius. It was accepted. Today, finally the medical facility has had enough of me and fired me. I’ve
done this fight honorably. I’m uncertain of my next step. I’d appreciate some direction from this community! Any guid‐
ance or conversation would be appreciated!

Crow '

April 8, 2022 at 7:15 pm

I am guessing a law suit would follow but I am not the expert

EFPG '

April 9, 2022 at 11:03 am

Assuming you are in the US, try Alphonse’s group on Telegram, ask for help in there:
https://t.me/AlphonseFaggiolo

Maur15 '
April 9, 2022 at 5:12 pm

Hi Darrin,

Same happened with me. I stood my ground, was put on paid leave in mid-December, while they were wait‐
ing for me to “change my mind”… after I submitted my Declination, Affidavits all notarized in Nov. 2021 and
they approved 1st week of Dec 2021. I was eventually terminated in March 2022 for non-compliance. I ap‐
pealed and have a final meeting w/ HR this coming week. I heard the company terminated over 170 that filed
Religious Exemptions. I’m in CA and moved here solely from my job 5 years ago. I am planning my move
back east by end of summer. I am taking Dr. Graves legal course and used all of the legal packets from Rose
as guidelines for all of my documentation I submitted to my employer in November. I was still terminated be‐
cause some companies are handling this different from others (I won’t get into more here). My other steps:
state EEOC. I submitted a claim in Jan 2021 and they finally created a DRAFT claim for wrongful termina‐
tion/retaliation. Once this is complete and I get my “right to sue” letter I’ll proceed if they don’t. I’ll wait to see
the outcome of my final meeting with HR. This has been extremely stressful as I am doing this completely on
my own. I am no legal expert as many of us just began trying to learn how to handle this and get and learn
the laws during the last 12-18 months.

Victoria Christine '
April 12, 2022 at 2:57 am

I feel you. My husband stood on his rights and was fired November of 2021 after more than 20 years
at that workplace.

Daniel Morneau
April 7, 2022 at 9:05 pm

👍

Richard Brown
April 6, 2022 at 11:47 pm

Fantastic Episode, Crrow777

Fantastic Episode, Crrow777 Radio Rose and Jason. My wife still has no clue of the truth with what’s going on. God bless her! Thank
you so much guys!

KundaliniAndCelltowers
April 16, 2022 at 1:37 pm

Ditto. I’ve ponied up the $297 to have someone hold my hand and help ensure I get the language and procedures right in a
process that is slanted against me. I’m a full time teacher in Hawaii, with mask mandates in place in the schools, both inside
and out, though my students and me cheat as much as possible. I hope to see if John Jay’s people can help with a fling
against the Board of Ed RE bonds as well. It is likely that a renewed push for lockdown, control, and small business closure is
planned for after the midterms. We need to fight hard now.

Toa
April 7, 2022 at 1:35 am

Great episode! I would like to make a recommendation for a future law related episode though.

It very much feels like those in power are pushing us towards war with Russia. Those of us who are awake know that this push for
war is entirely manufactured and intended to not only line the pockets of the elites, but also to cull more of humanity by sending them
off to die.

I recall in one of the recent episodes the guest (KL) mentioned that since America is 2 entities, the corporation, and the land, that you
would be able to avoid being drafted into the military. I feel that this topic should be prioritized and discussed at length, so that those
of us who could be drafted, or loved ones who could be drafted, can be prepared and begin to arm ourselves with the knowledge to
reject this pointless death trap.

We have the opportunity to get ahead of the narrative this time, rather than be left scrambling when they inevitably push the popula‐
tion into signing over their rights AGAIN.

Zhar
April 8, 2022 at 7:13 am

Yes, it’s the person (the name) not the living sentient being who gets drafted. Have to learn how to separate your self, from
the entity. I’ve been trying to unprogram and wrap my head around that concept for over a year now. Everytime I see the word
person I pause. That word is the apex of deception.

Control_A
April 7, 2022 at 1:54 am

There may actually be truth to the claims of the Nemesis system affecting Earth and our solar system. When you consider this,
everything else makes sense – including our wild weather and strange skies. We may be targeted for depopulation by the Nazi World
Order so that what few resources remain after the ‘global event’ that is coming, will be completely controlled by these tyrants.

RavenDame
April 7, 2022 at 4:44 am

This comment is about “Henry.” Henry is the father of a good friend in PA who has been diagnosed with narcissism. (I can vouch that
this guy is unstable and scary.) While entering a grocery store in fall of 2020, he encountered an ex-employee who was in the store
maskless and only there to pick up his last paycheck. Henry aggressively asked him why he wasn’t wearing a mask: “You think
you’re special?” Some fuck yous were exchanged before Henry attacked him, pinned him down and proceeded to try and gouge the
poor dude’s eyes out with his thumbs.

Please allow Henry to be a cautionary tale that many of these mask-wearing zombies are dangerous. And, NO, I don’t find that to be
manly.

Giuseppe Angelucci
April 7, 2022 at 3:55 pm

Great episode! I’m in Canada and a healthcare worker and got the Jabs. I hear Crow say that he asks people all the time for the rea‐
sons why they got the jab. “A bridge too far….and now you can’t ever go back!” Maybe so. I’m thinking that there are a lot of people
who got the jab and now are second guessing it (waking up) but I’m not entirely convinced that you can’t be redeemed once you’ve
set foot across that bridge. Sure, you can’t go back and erase it but you can move forward with pure intent in the name of the creator
for your own benefit from here on out. That’s what I’m doing in my situation. I can’t undo it but I can change my outlook. If the mur‐
derer hanging on the cross beside Jesus could be redeemed with a pure and remorseful heart then I feel that there is hope for peo‐
ple who got the jab too. If all people who got the jab are genetically modified to be easier to control, manipulate, and alter with nega‐
tive influence of any kind then I feel that a positive influence/frequency on those people can also be had because they are all con‐
nected in that unfortunate way. Just my 2 cents but hearing people like fortune and others gives me hope that even with the jab peo‐
ple can overcome what has been done to them through the spiritual means that are available to us all! Cheers.

Son of a Bircher
April 7, 2022 at 7:51 pm

First I want to say that I love crrow777radio.com. I tell everybody about it. Heck if the monthly price were raised to $50 / month, I
would gladly pay it! One of the many things that I like about the program so much is the emphasis on critical thinking. Crrow has tak‐
en issue with Bitcoin and all so called crypto currencies and perhaps for good reason. Yet there are a few facets of the topic that
should be considered before completely discarding the technology on which it’s all based.

The first blockchain (as far as I know) was bitcoin. Was it created by some nefarious department in government? maybe. I don’t
know. Very well could be though. The fact that its starting to get bipartisan support in the US Congress is a major red flag for me. I
think most of us know when Ds and Rs start agreeing, some really bad things are bout to happen.

ok lets look at the technology in light of the concept of money as it is today.

First the volatility issue. Consider other markets. Why does gas go up and down in price? Why does corn or any commodity go up
and down? Why does the apple stock price change? Why has the USD fiat federal reserve note been relatively stable as its been
doing its 110 year slow motion crash? Bitcoin is very volatile and the main reason is that its still very small on the ocean of the world
economy; its not an aircraft carrier but more like midsize yacht. Its going to get bounced around in stormy waters where the aircraft
carrier should be much much more steady.

To put things in perspective with volatility, here are the market caps of Gold, Apple and BTC

$12.5 Trillion USD : Gold market cap
$3.0 trillion USD : Apple Stock market cap
$0.8 Trillion USD : Bitcoin (that’s zero point eight there)

You can see that Bitcoin’s market cap is not even 10% of gold and its less than 1/3 of Apple. Of course its price can change drastical‐
ly relative to other assets or currencies because its not that heavy (yet).

So one of the major things that drives volatility is the sudden changes in supply and demand. Bitcoins supply is presently growing but
everybody knows that it will cap off at some point at 21 million ever being created. The USD has been pretty stable because since
around WW2 everybody wants it and the main reason for the past few decades is because you needed it to buy oil. That’s kept the
USD high and mighty for the past 50 years or so.

Now I want to talk about blockchain. The block chain is just a distributed database. Heck its actually a really slow and pathetic and
cumbersome database. But what makes it more interesting than any other database is the fact that it is decentralized. So if you hate
blockchain you have to hate databases, unless of course you hate decentralization but love databases, then hating blockchain would
make sense.

Lets compare bitcoin and blockchain with USD Federal Fiat Reserve notes

INTEREST RATE:
a club of insiders artificially set the interest rate for the USD fiat note, causing markets all over the world to react all kinds of ways.
Many times by design of those insiders probably all the time. Somebody really really rich is benefiting and probably directing the
movement of that interest rate.

Bitcoin: anybody can lend bitcoin at any interest rate they want. Of course they have to compete on the open market. The interest
rate for borrowing bitcoin or using it as collateral to borrow is decentralized.

INFLATION
they’re constantly making fiat.
gold is always being mined but not as fast as fiat is printed
there can only be 21 million BTC. Deflation is built into it.

PORTABILITY
you can carry USD where ever you want using the banking credit card gateway. But if you want to use cash just $9,999 USD only.
you can carry gold where ever you want but its heavy
you can carry the passphrase to a bitcoin wallet in your head any where you want

GOVERNMENT CONFISCATION
government can confiscate your fiat*
government can confiscate your gold**
government cannot confiscate your btc unless you give them your passphrase
*granted you could do legal maneuvers to protect your fiat. But BTC has confiscation protection out of the box.
** you could stand you ground like a man or woman and should be able to keep your gold.

PRIVACY
cash is private pretty much unless of course the NSA has some kind of serial number readers all over the place then that kind of cuts
down on that.
gold is private
btc is not private out of the box. Pirate chain and monero have not been broken yet (I think) and privacy can be added to BTC but
yes it is cumbersome at the moment. Cash winning here in the short term.

THE GRID GOES DOWN – SHTF
cash will be good for a while
gold will probably be a hassle to protect.*
Bitcoin useless. <– Point for cash here!
*From what I've read in a SHTF scenario you're better off keeping a low profile, have some weapons, have a good group of solid
people with you and some kind of useful commodity hoarded somewhere and some handy man skills. I've never been in that situa‐
tion so I do not know. Just read this and with my 5 decades in this realm that makes sense to me.

I've tried to keep this between bitcoin and fiat and gold. I could have brought in other blockchains like Filecoin or Smart contracts. But
purposely wanted to keep this comment as simple as possible as its pretty long. And I'm sure I am leaving a bunch out. I could be
wrong on some if not all my points and if I am, I'll listen. But blockchain is NOT evil. Its a technology like a hammer or a gun. Its main
advantage is decentralization. fiat is not decentralized. Blockchain may be a trojan horse. In fact I'm leaning to the idea that it proba‐
bly is but I do not know. If we can keep civilization going and hopefully wake folks up (or make them aware? 

😉

 – then block chain in
a post corporate world would be incredibly useful. – Thanks

Paula Tilley
April 10, 2022 at 8:41 am

Wow! Excellent comparison of cash, gold, and blockchain tech cryptos. Clear, summarily thorough and accurate—much ap‐
preciated.
Son of a Bircher, please comment more.

Mgreene84
April 7, 2022 at 8:03 pm

I am in Tennessee and I simply just let my job know what was up and showed them what laws were being broken by this mandate
and explained in easy terms the liability that they would take on by doing so and I never wore a mask. I never had any issues in the
businesses around here, I would walk in and politely decline the mask and just keep walking. I live in a city also not out in the coun‐
try. Just taking time to inform people in easy to understand terms and explain the liability was all it took. But I also don’t work for giant
corporation but a locally-owned business, as a bartender and still do.

Richard Brown
April 8, 2022 at 12:31 am

Jeremiah 32:21 | 2 Corinthians 5:10 | It’s the human sign when things go wrong or right. Thank you, Crrow777 Radio, Rose and Ja‐
son!

Richard Brown
April 8, 2022 at 7:01 pm

2 Thess. 2:9,10,11,12

Zhar
April 8, 2022 at 7:16 am

John Jay, you rock dude!

Susie
April 8, 2022 at 11:13 am

The capillary wave group in England doing similar..though no representation
you have to use your own mind..lots of guidance…which finding the remedy for the living amidst their rules is a key part so John’s
work is a great tool…I visited my brother who fell out of a tree..

🤠

….I looked at a plan of the hospital to see where his ward was..I
went in through the kitchens then through a building site part of the hospital and following my sense of direction..no mask.. just a
smile and a ‘hi’ when I met groups of staff etc….I approached no desks.. I asked no one..except when I reached his ward a nurse
writing on a board..
‘I can’t find my brother..I was told he was on this ward’ she helpfully checked the board and showed me where he was…i spent an
hour with him only then to find myself locked in after following miles of corridors..I swore a little bit and a voice behind me (a dr) was
waving a card and said ‘thats because you’ll be needing one of these…’..’oh you have perfect timing’ I said..(it had been pretty de‐
serted the whole way out).
.’thanks so much’ and i was off..

🤣

..
I have no King to Ask..my brother needed me..

🙂

..

Jeffrey Perez
April 8, 2022 at 12:30 pm

I know of a woman who was fired for not getting the vaccine. So it is happening. She has another job now in the same industry (she’s
a therapist). She probably does have cause for wrongful termination.

Eva Munoz
April 8, 2022 at 1:34 pm

THE WOMEN HAVE BEEN THE WARRIORS IN THIS, and we are doing it because our men are not. 

🙁

Geneva
April 9, 2022 at 3:39 am

I just watched your Moon movie. very sweet. at that time i felt like i had been somehow triggered to question on I think March 8 or
12th when there was a big sun flare 2012. 2012 i had some kind of…questioning and quest to find out what is what……………………
Wow this is ten years latter and I have truley search for what is what. I still am searching. I really appreciate your movie on moon
wave. What if….the sun is just what it is, hydrogen food and purifier…ozone, destruction, and the moon is the master magician, the
mushroom that is niether plant or animal? the regulator, the commander?, the lowly unapraised ruler?

Geneva
April 9, 2022 at 3:41 am

I really thing with the whole mud flood of millions of buildings, that the sun and moon intrap our souls to recyle, and to know how to
get out is the way

RedB
April 9, 2022 at 3:43 pm

What you think of as our “government” is in fact private, foreign-owned and operated (primarily by the UK), for-profit governmental
services corporation called the UNITED STATES (which is incorporated). This entity is owned and operated by the INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND, which is an agency of the U.N. The UNITED STATES, INC. has fifty “STATE” franchises doing business as the
“STATE OF OHIO” and the “STATE OF WISCONSIN” and so on, just as Burger King or Walmart have local franchises.

The real The United States of America (major), aka The American Republic, has not had a president since 1861. Every president
since, including Biden, are presidents, heads, CEOs of corporations, just like being the president of Amazon.

We need to correct our status. We are not US Citizens (which is simply an employee of a foreign-owned (UK) corporation). We are
Americans. We are all American State Nationals, but we need to correct our status. Then we can join our local county and State As‐
sembly to restore, to rebuild our government, which hasn’t been in session since 1861.

I’ve been trying to get Crow to contact Anna Von Reitz, and get her on his show. It would be the biggest, most mind-opening show
he’s ever had.

See https://tasa.americanstatenationals.org. Anna has recorded public webinars every Monday, and this one specifically must be lis‐
tened to: https://ugetube.com/watch/tasa-mar-28-2022-full-webinar-justice-anna-von-reitz_NEOceVSilDW6ne2.html

Correct your status (by contacting your local County Recorder, via the tasa website above. Tasa = The American States Assemblies),
so that you an join your local Assembly and help restore our government. This is why we are all here at this time. This dark system
that has had us by the throat for so many decades, centuries is over, and we are all alive at this time with the opportunity to help
restore our government. This is amazing!!

Crow, please research Anna Von Reitz via her webinars, her books (Disclosure 101) and the more important (You Know Something
Is Wrong When…). She is the fiduciary (trustee) of American’s gold (not certain of further details, so don’t want to provide them).
Also you can find her latest thoughts here, http://annavonreitz.com, as she posts just about daily. 3607 and 3608 have been pub‐
lished within the last 12 hours, as they weren’t they last night.

RedB
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April 9, 2022 at 3:49 pm

Also, as a US Citizen, we are all subject to the jurisdiction of the sea. Once we correct our status and become an American
State National, we are now subject to Common Law, the jurisdiction of the land and soil. Instead of disagreeing and fighting
with that jurisdiction, we simply leave it. Correct your status and help restore our true Republic.

RedB
April 9, 2022 at 3:57 pm

Crow, in the most recent pdf that Anna has published (link in my first post), she has provided her phone number and
email. She is easy to contact.

Crow '

April 9, 2022 at 4:23 pm

It is not as easy as that. We have to vet, find successes and then inquire in the community to try to ensure
good information. WE have covered status change a number of times too.

Nature Rules
April 10, 2022 at 10:25 pm

Here is a report about covid jab recipient being denied life insurance in France after his death. The American Life Insurance Council
says the same thing: It is a choice to get an experimental vaccine and experiments are not covered. https://ugetube.com/watch/dr-
peterson-pierre-life-insurance-companies-are-refusing-to-pay-for-covid-19-vaccine-related-deaths_WQ4xXPzTlt3CWVe.html

Maur15
April 11, 2022 at 1:00 am

John Jay, Thanks for sharing. You indicated that we should not have notified the employer of the conflicts with our sincerely held reli‐
gious beliefs with their new policy [religious exemption (RE)], but rather it should have been handled as Discrimination based on Dis‐
ability? It’s been 5 months and unfortunately, I filed submitted a “Declination and Affidavit document for a RE. It was approved, but
the company still stated I violated their new policy and was terminated in March. I appealed and have an “appeals hearing” with 4
panel members at my company on Wed. How do I proceed? I put the burden of proof on them to the best of my ability such as: Who
had the authority to recommend medical interventions for my body… who in HR or their BOD were medical Drs. etc. I listed in my
appeals harassment, the laws that were violated, the fact that this medical procedure is a Clinical trial and I do not consent to clinical
trials and by law, they cannot force me to participate… etc. I event attached a copy of the fda.gov document that clearly states it’s a
Clinical Trial…. I also let them know via letters to HR and my appeals letter that I was under stress, coerced, harassed and now
wrongfully terminated. Where does one go from here. The information/direction received from each guest is different. I am listening
to the free videos at thezunga.com, but some of that info, unfortunately for me, I am passed the starting point with this situation as
probably many are. just a little confused. I filed a claim with the stated EEOC and have an opportunity to modified the Claim before
they begin their inquiry with my company. Thanks for any tips.

Vicki Hughes
April 11, 2022 at 3:47 pm

I discovered another fella who covered the “your status” situation.

Roger Sayles, sovereigntoserf.com

via Deanna Spingola on Bitchute, interview where he spoke out a more than basic outline of the process.

worth taking a look.

Vicki Hughes
April 11, 2022 at 3:50 pm

how and why to claim american national status, 2.6.21

Victoria Christine
April 12, 2022 at 3:07 am

Husband was fired after 20 years of service in mid November. We did put a EEOC claim in before he was fired. He just had his inter‐
view 5 months later. They said they anticipate a decision mid June, because “we like to make a determination by the 180 day mark”.
Hearing that sent my head reeling, because that’s 220 days, NOT 180 days after the fact. This has been an incredibly taxing situa‐
tion for us, and the wait is almost unbearable. I sincerely hope zunga team writes back to us, because we emailed them last Friday
and have not received a response. I need to hear/see of others’ successes from their working with zunga and this ADA idea they
speak of, before we can sacrifice more by Dishing out another $297 for their help.

Victoria Christine
April 12, 2022 at 3:08 am

Husband was fired after 20 years of service in mid November. We did put a EEOC claim in before he was fired. He just had his inter‐
view 5 months later. They said they anticipate a decision mid June, because “we like to make a determination by the 180 day mark”.
Hearing that sent my head reeling, because that’s 220 days, NOT 180 days after the fact. This has been an incredibly taxing situa‐
tion for us, and the wait is almost unbearable. I sincerely hope zunga team writes back to us, because we emailed them last Friday
and have not received a response. I need to hear/see of others’ successes from their working with zunga and this ADA idea they
speak of, before we can sacrifice more by Dishing out another $297 for their help, and $199 every month after that.
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